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S1. Characterization of the fillers are imbedded in the epoxy matrix 

The mean lateral dimension, ‚of the filler particles was analyzed from SEM images (e.g., 

Figure 1). The mean lateral dimension is defined by the square root of the graphene area: 

as shown in Figure S3. A total of 100 particles were measured for 

each filler. 

 

Figure S1: SEM image of a single GNP filler shown is an analysis of an average length 

(mean lateral dimension). 

 

The sizes of the different fillers, when imbedded in the epoxy matrix, are 19 ± 3 µm and 

27 ± 4 µm for the GNP and the graphite, with the size distribution presented in Figure S4a-b. 

 

Figure S2: Size distribution of (a) graphite and (b) GNP fillers (Ni = 100 particles for each 

filler). 
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S2. Thermal diffusivity values 

Thermal diffusivity (TD) was measured for selected samples, as shown in Table S1. The TC 

values were measured using both DSC (described in Section S3, below) and the Hot-Disk 

techniques (experimental section, main text) and provide similar results. Table S1 shows that 

TD values are proportional to TC values, i.e., an increase in TC values leads to an increase in 

TD values, which is consistent with the specific heat results that are almost unaffected by the 

composition of the composite material. In addition, the values shown in the table below 

correspond to those reported in the literature [1]. 

Table S1: Thermal properties of single and hybrid GNP-graphite composites. 

Composition TC (DSC) 

[W/(m∙K)] 

TC (Hot-disk)  

[W/(m∙K)] 

Thermal diffusivity 

(Hot-disk) [mm
2
/s] 

Specific heat 

[MJ/(m
3
∙K)] 

2 vol % GNP + 

4 vol % graphite 

0.74 ± 0.04 0.79 ± 0.01 0.53 ± 0.02 1.50 ± 0.03 

4 vol % GNP 0.85 ± 0.17 1.03 ± 0.02 0.72 ± 0.02 1.43 ± 0.03 

10 vol % graphite 0.59 ± 0.07 0.56 ± 0.01 0.37 ± 0.01 1.53 ± 0.02 

2 vol % GNP 0.51 ± 0.03 0.63 ± 0.01 0.41 ± 0.01 1.54± 0.01 
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S3. Thermal Conductivity (TC) measuremnets by DSC 

TC measurement procedure was adopted from our previous work [2]. Liquid gallium 

(150 mg) was poured into a 70 μL alumina crucible, which was placed on top of a disc-shaped 

sample. To prevent differences in interface resistance between the experiments [3], the spaces 

between the crucible-sample and sample-sensor interfaces were covered with a thin layer 

(<0.5 μL) of silicone heat-transfer oil (CLEARCO, DPDM-400). 

 

Figure S3: Sample arrangement on the DSC sensor. The empty reference crucible was placed 

on the right. An identical crucible containing gallium was placed on top of the sample on the 

left. The yellow dashed lines indicate the silicone heat-transfer oil. Adapted with permission 

from [2], copyright 2017 American Chemical Society. 

 

This sample was heated from 28 °C to 37 °C at a heating rate of 0.5 °C min
−1

. When gallium 

reaches its melting temperature, 29.76 °C, the temperature at the top of the sample disc 

remains constant, until the gallium is fully melted. The temperature at the lower surface of the 

sample and the heat flowing into it are measured by the DSC. The TC of the sample is 

calculated from the temperature differential between the upper and lower surfaces (∆𝑇) of the 

disc and the heat flow (Q ): 

∆𝑇

𝑄
= 𝑅T +

1

𝑇𝐶
∙
ℎ

𝐴
                                                           (S1) 

where RT is the combined thermal resistance at the sensor/sample and sample/crucible 

interfaces; h is the thickness of the sample disc; and A is the cross-sectional area of the 

sample.  
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After measuring at least three randomly orientated samples with different thicknesses, 

TC and RT were determined by linear regression (Figure S2). 

 

Figure S4: Schematic representation of TC measurement. At least three samples with varying 

thicknesses were measured, and the slope of the melting curve was determined (
Q

∆𝑇
) for each 

one (a). Thicker samples showed higher thermal resistance and, thus, their temperatures 

changed more gradually (lower
Q

∆𝑇
). The slope found by plotting the inverse of the melting-

curve slope (
∆𝑇

𝑄
) versus the thickness to cross-section ratio (

h

𝐴
) yielded the sample’s inverse 

TC (b). Adapted with permission from [2], copyright 2017 American Chemical Society. 
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S4. Elemental Analysis of SEM micrographs 

Elemental analysis of the SEM micrographs was carried out using EDS for the samples 

represented in the micrographs (Figure 5a and 5b, in the main text) to distinguish between the 

composite and the Cu plates. 

 

Figure S5: (a) EDS of a composite containing 2 vol % GNP and 16 vol % graphite, at a 

magnification of 250; (b) EDS of a composite containing 6 vol % of both GNP and graphite, 

taken at 450. 
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